
Note for moderators: These questions are very description-acceptable-heavy. Please read answerlines
first. If a player gives an answer that is not in the answerlines but is common-knowledge the same thing,
please accept it.

Example packet:
1. the art is food [accept anything about art being edible or dessert or made out of Coca-Cola or

couscous or cheese or Splenda or bologna or butter or spun sugar or chocolate or a banana]



Packet 1:
1. samurai [prompt on warriors or the like]
2. Germany [if someone answers “Argentina,” ask “where was Grete Stern originally born?”]
3. Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry [prompt on Universal Studios since some pictures

are from set tours]
4. Selma Burke
5. British Museum [anti-prompt on Reading Room]
6. The Divine Comedy [anti-prompt on The Inferno]
7. henge [accept Truckhenge, Vasehenge, Phonehenge, Bunnyhenge, Fridgehenge, Carhenge,

Stonehenge]
8. Taliesins [accept Taliesin I, II, or West; prompt on Frank Lloyd Wright houses or any description

indicating an architect’s personal residence]
9. Zimbabwe
10. eyes [prompt on Cyclops or balloons or ham]
11. sibyls [prompt on figures on the Sistine Chapel ceiling; do not accept “prophets”; accept more

specific sibyls like the Sibyl of Cumae]
12. Black Mountain College
13. Elsa Schiaparelli
14. destroying art or erasing art or art that self-destructs or catches on fire or explodes or gets

shredded [accept destroying all one’s own possessions; or Object to be Destroyed, or
Indestructible Object; accept Spot’s Rampage or Dropping a Han Dynasty Urn; accept any
reasonable description of things breaking]

15. France
16. John Tenniel
17. Yosemite [prompt on California; anti-prompt on specific answers like Half Dome]
18. Art that is created by a computer [accept art that was created by a neural network or machine

learning or ML or artificial intelligence or AI or a generative adversarial network or a GAN;
prompt on answers like digital art; do not accept answers that imply that a human was using the
computer to create art]

19. fairies [or The Fairy Feller’s Master Stroke; prompt on characters from A Midsummer Night’s
Dream like Titania or Bottom]

20. airports [accept specific airports; anti-prompt on concourse]



Packet 2:

1. Victor Hugo
2. tarot cards
3. asylum [accept the Salpetriere asylum; accept mental hospital; prompt on hospital]
4. Claude Cahun [accept Lucy Renee Mathilde Schwob; historically it seems very difficult to tell if

Schwob was a deadname or Cahun an artistic alias, so sorry if this is wrong]
5. art that is tiny or microscopic or too small to be seen by the human eye [accept any reasonable

equivalents; prompt on Willard Wigan sculptures with “what is the most unique element of his
sculptures?”]

6. Loie Fuller
7. Pompeii
8. Basquiat’s crowns
9. Fernand Khnopff
10. Star Wars concept art [prompt on concept art; prompt on Ralph McQuarrie drawings with “for

what movie series?”; accept answers like Star Wars book covers or posters because it’s not
impossible these have been reused as such]

11. St. Petersburg
12. angels [accept Angel of the North or Angel of the South or Angel of the East or Angel of the West

or Angel of Anarchy]
13. Santiago Ramon y Cajal
14. Quentin Blake
15. Los Angeles [accept Hollywood or Watts]
16. fountains
17. Patti Smith
18. baseball stadiums or fields [or ballparks; prompt on description of a sporting field, stadium, park,

or the like with “for what sport?”]
19. Buildings that rotate or revolve or spin or synonyms [accept word forms like rotary; prompt on

restaurants or observation decks or jails or the like; prompt on buildings that are circular or have
360 views]

20. Portraits of the back or portraits of the back of a head or showing someone from behind or
ruckenfigur [prompt on portraits of a person or man or woman or portraits of someone looking
out a window or portraits that include both a landscape and a person or portraits of someone
looking off into the distance at something; prompt on a description of portraits of someone in a
mirror or portraits of an impossible reflection with “what is unusual about the mirror’s
reflection?”]



Packet 3:

1. 1910s [prompt on 10s]
2. Hans Christian Andersen
3. knights [prompt on kings or saints or warriors or the like; prompt on The Boy’s King Arthur;

accept the Knights of the Round Table]
4. Roden Crater
5. fighting on top of a train [accept a train or a tunnel after just the first slide, after that prompt on

answers involving a train with “where on the train?”; prompt on a tunnel or going over a bridge]
6. meat [accept Meat Joy or Figure with Meat or Carcass of Beef; accept specific kinds of raw meat

like beef; accept dead animal]
7. John Martin
8. Max [accept Max Klinger or Max Ernst]
9. India
10. Philadelphia
11. squirrel [accept flying squirrel]
12. Plan 9 From Outer Space
13. microscopy [accept more specific types; prompt on crystallography]
14. Jodorowsky’s Dune
15. Mary Moser
16. stickers [accept slaps; prompt on album covers or album art with “what is on the cover of the

album?”; prompt on street art; do not accept graffiti]
17. Vivian Maier
18. shadowboxes by Joseph Cornell [accept assemblages by Joseph Cornell]
19. map [prompt on compass rose; anti-prompt on atlas]
20. big fish eat little fish [accept any answer involving a fish eating another fish; “there’s always a

bigger fish”; exact term not required; prompt on fish eating fish or fish getting eaten; prompt on
any reasonable description of going through the Naboo planet core or getting attacked by a sando
aqua monster or getting attacked by a colo claw fish with “what does Qui-Gon have to say about
this?” If someone argues that this isn’t accurate because the sando aqua monster isn’t technically
a fish, give them 10 extra points.]



Packet 4:

1. art that was created in Minecraft [prompt on digital art or computer-generated art or fanart or
voxel art or video game art; prompt on Starcraft art with “in what medium” after the first two
slides]

2. salt [prompt on water on the first two by saying “what else?”]
3. chess set [prompt on quilt for the second slide by saying “what else does it serve as?”]
4. Brighton Beach Pavilion [or the Royal Pavilion; prompt on Brighton]
5. crucifixion [accept The Crucifixion, seen from the Cross or Crucifixion (Corpus Hypercubus)]
6. UFOs [or spaceships or unidentified flying objects]
7. underwater [or in a swimming pool; or objects which were imagined to be part of a shipwreck]
8. absinthe [prompt on alcohol]
9. Meret Oppenheim
10. Aaron Douglas
11. Illinois
12. Winsor McCay
13. Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo [prompt on Christianity or Orthodox Christianity; accept Coptic

Christianity because these buildings were primarily built before the two split off, and this really
isn’t a religion tournament.]

14. sneeze [accept Fred Ott’s Sneeze or Why Not Sneeze, Rrose Selavy?; prompt on descriptions of
making rabbits appear with “how is he producing them”]

15. lamassu
16. Jan Vermeer
17. cats [or kittens]
18. Hilma af Klint
19. Darth Vader [accept Anakin Skywalker; prompt on Skywalker]
20. Don Quixote



Packet 5:

1. Edmonia Lewis
2. art on the floor [or art on the ground; accept art in a corner; accept Painting To Be Stepped On;

accept art that someone fell into; prompt on installation art or participatory art or interactive art or
similar descriptions with “where specifically is it located that allows the interaction?”]

3. Roman baths [accept Bath, England or the Baths of Caracalla]
4. Lady Macbeth
5. cheating at cards [prompt on playing cards or gambling or cheating; accept being a card sharp;

accept being cheated or swindled at cards because it’s unclear whether absolutely everyone in
the image is cheating or not, though I feel like they are]

6. chewing gum or bubblegum
7. World’s Fairs or Expos [accept Great Exhibition; prompt on park or Crystal Palace with “what

kind of event was being held there?”]
8. Lawrence Alma-Tadema
9. bridges
10. Peter Sellers or Peter Sellars
11. Yoruba [accept Ife, do not accept “Benin”]
12. Xu Bing
13. The Kiss [or Le Baiser]
14. Harold “Doc” Edgerton
15. Siberia [prompt on Russia; accept the Trans-Siberian Railroad; prompt on Paris or France or

Montmartre with “where did they come from originally?” anti-prompt on Lake Baikal]
16. Bob Ross [Please send me any fun negs for this question. So far, I have Monet, Renoir, and

Altdorfer]
17. Afrofuturism [prompt on sci-fi or SF]
18. Bauhaus [They had some wild costume parties. Farkas Molnar: “Kandinsky prefers to appear

decked out as an antenna, Itten as an amorphous monster, Feininger as two right triangles,
Moholy-Nagy as a segment transpierced by a cross, Gropius as Le Corbusier, Muche as an
apostle of Mazdaznan, Klee as the song of the blue tree.”]

19. Ana Mendieta
20. on top of a skyscraper [prompt on Manhattan or New York City; accept on top of the Chrysler

Building or more specific skyscrapers in New York; prompt on a construction site or on a girder
or on a building]



Packet 6:

1. skeletons [anti-prompt on skulls]
2. portraits or faces [accept anything about faces built out of room furniture or faces made out of

fruit or faces that are constructed out of non-face objects or anamorphic 3D portraits; prompt on
anamorphic works or found-object works or assemblages by asking “what subjects do they
depict”?; accept specific works like a portrait of Jean-Michel Basquiat or The Librarian or
Vertumnus or portrait of Rudolf II or Mae West’s Face which May be Used as a Surrealist
Apartment; prompt on composite images or optical illusions]

3. Reichstag
4. buildings that were never built [or buildings that were rejected or never got past the concept

stage; accept clear equivalents; anti-prompt on specific names like Cathedral Fold or L’elephant
triomphal or the elephant Arc d’Triomphe or Cenotaph to Newton or The Gordon Strong
Automobile Objective or the Sugarloaf Mountain project or The Illinois or Tokyo Olympic
Stadium or rejected designs for the rebuilding of Notre Dame or the Tatlin Tower]

5. New Orleans
6. Mandalorians
7. globe [or Globe Theater]
8. artist's studios [prompt on studio; accept The Painter’s Studio or Courbet’s studio or The Red

Studio or L’Atelier Rouge or Matisse’s studio or Studio Window or Van Gogh’s studio or
Liechtenstein’s studio; prompt on Saint-Remy Asylum with “for what function was Van Gogh
using his room there?”]

9. Eva Hesse
10. Coney Island [prompt on New York City or descriptions of an amusement park; anti-prompt on

Luna Park]
11. observatories [accept neutrino observatories or neutrino chambers or or Super Kamiokande or

Ice Cube or Royal Greenwich Observatory or Griffith Observatory or Arecibo Observatory or
Mauna Kea Observatory; accept the Prime Meridian or lines of longitude (at the Greenwich
Observatory) before the second slide; anti-prompt on telescopes]

12. Orson Welles
13. Marisol Escobar [take either name, since she often went by Marisol]
14. wallpaper [accept The Yellow Wallpaper]
15. train station [accept metro or subway]
16. The Dinner Party
17. Powerpoint slides or a Powerpoint presentation [prompt on a novel or A Visit from the Goon

Squad]
18. Charles Wilson Peale
19. puppets [accept shadow puppets or wayang kulit]
20. Giverny [accept Monet’s house or Monet’s garden; prompt on answers involving Monet]



Packet 7:

1. Battleship Potemkin [or Bronenosets Potyomkin]
2. Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum [accept ISG]
3. giving the middle finger [accept giving the bird or flipping someone off or equivalents; I guess

accept an actual demonstration]
4. Alexander the Great [or Alexander III of Macedon; accept The Battle of Alexander at Issus]
5. Tamara de Lempicka
6. Mexico
7. coffin [or fantasy coffin; accept sarcophagus; prompt on mummy]
8. Minoans
9. Rachel Talalay [a brief plug to check her out; as you could probably tell from this question, she

directed Tank Girl and some Doctor Who episodes with really good cinematography, but seems to
be underappreciated in general]

10. Australia
11. El Anatsui
12. Venice
13. Oscar Wilde
14. records [or record covers; or record cases; or vinyl; prompt on X-rays with “what did the

Soviets make out of the X-rays?”; prompt on painting with “what was the painting painted on?”;
prompt on album cover with “physically, what type of album?”]

15. executions [or executions by firing squad; prompt on any descriptions involving killing or dying
or getting shot]

16. Isaac Asimov
17. eggs [accept Self Portrait with Fried Eggs or Concert in the Egg]
18. Saturn [accept Saturn’s rings or Saturn’s hexagon]
19. Niki de Saint Phalle
20. writing a letter [accept descriptions like drafting a letter; or writing a reply; accept Reply of the

Zaporozhian Cossacks; prompt on writing with “writing what”; generously prompt on laughing
with “what are they laughing about?”]



Packet 8:

1. scarves [or headscarves or hijabs]
2. Burning Man
3. opera houses [accept the Guangzhou Opera House or the Royal Opera House; prompt on

locations in Covent Garden; accept La Scala; accept the Opera Garnier; accept the NYC
Metropolitan Opera House; accept the Sydney Opera House; prompt on theater or concert hall
or music hall]

4. books of hours [accept Très Riches Heures du Duc de Berry, or Heures de Charles
d'Angoulême, or the Hours of Catherine of Cleves, or the Black Hours, or English translations of
any of the French ones, as long as the word “hours” is in there; anti-prompt on The Golf Book;
prompt on prayer books or devotional books or manuscripts or texts; do not accept or prompt on
Bibles]

5. Lorraine O’Grady
6. tree people [accept Green Man or Bosch’s Tree Man or Daphne turning into a laurel tree;

accept any answer that includes both trees and humans / men / women / people; prompt on
answers of just Daphne or Daphne and Apollo with “what is happening to Daphne?”’ prompt on
answers of Bosch or a self-portrait of the artist with “what is this specific figure usually called?”;
do not accept or prompt on “nymphs” or “dryads”]

7. automatons [accept automata or robots; prompt on Faberge works; do not accept “computers”
or any answer involving electronics; do not accept “animatronics” as those have electronics by
definition] (The pictures were drawn by the Maillardet automaton.)

8. broken pottery [accept descriptions of pottery that is cracked or shattered; accept kintsugi;
prompt on pottery or china or plates or porcelain or the like; prompt on seashells with “what else
made up the house?”; prompt on gold with “what is holding the gold together?”]

9. Franz Kafka [accept Franz Kafka’s It’s a Wonderful Life]
10. Dora Maar [or Henriette Theodora Markovitch]
11. ABC books [or alphabet books; accept Creatures in an Alphabet or The Cubies’ ABC; prompt

on children’s books or textbooks or primers; prompt on The Gashlycrumb Tinies]
12. mosques
13. St. Louis
14. Knowles [Beyonce Knowles-Carter or Alison Knowles]
15. New Zealand
16. music lesson [accept teaching music or learning music or word forms; accept The Banjo Lesson

or Music Lesson or The Piano Lesson]
17. Sarah Bernhardt
18. Fernand Leger
19. Invisible Man
20. self-portraits by Rembrandt [prompt on partial answer; prompt on tronies or tronies by

Rembrandt]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heures_de_Charles_d%27Angoul%C3%AAme
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heures_de_Charles_d%27Angoul%C3%AAme


Tiebreaker:

1. Rose [Rose-Adelaide Decreux or Rose Bertin]
2. Fun Home
3. Houston


